MANAGE THE FLOOD OF DATA | Boost Efficiency and Manage Costs

The use of predictive data analytics and asset performance management solutions move wastewater treatment utilities from reactive to proactive.

Utilities are seeing the benefit of investing in **smart infrastructure and data-driven** asset management.

- Cost & compliance pressure
- Business performance awareness limitations
- Budget restraints
- Environmental pressure
- Energy consumption concerns
- Inefficient plant operations
- Equipment reliability concerns
- Aging workforce/infrastructure

Industry leaders turn to **advanced asset monitoring** approaches to manage the flood of data to **improve operational efficiency**.

2018 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS REPORT:
Water Report survey, **83%** of respondents are “very or somewhat interested” in the larger effort of **asset management**.

2018 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS REPORT:
Water Report survey, **70%** of respondents expressed interest in **real-time control** and Big Data system analytics.

To learn more about **Atonix Digital** and our **Wastewater Treatment Solution**, visit: [atonix.com](http://atonix.com)
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